It may just be one simple document
in the disclosure set, but how banks
choose to process electronically
signed 4506-Ts will determine
whether business as usual continues
or a seamlessly embedded process
that can dramatically impact the
bottom line emerges.

S

ometimes, small moves can produce a
huge impact, like the pebble that causes
ripples across a lake. Or, to modify the
metaphor, that same pebble can stop one cog
that prohibits an entire mechanism. The IRS’s
decision to begin accepting electronic signatures on Form 4506-T, Request for Transcript
of Tax Return, is like the pebble in mortgage
application processing—a simple move that
can trigger radical and significant benefit,
both in what it frees up (unsticking that cog),
and in what it impacts (creating ripples).

4506-T:

There’s More To It
Than You Think
By Laura Venerable

On the surface, electronically signing a
4506-T doesn’t sound very revolutionary, or
even evolutionary, for that matter. Legislation
recognizing the validity of electronic signatures has been in place since 2000 and many
consumer-oriented industries have been using them for years. Health care providers, for
example, have long been allowing patients to
electronically sign HIPAA forms. What the IRS
has put in place simply follows generally accepted best practices for electronically signed
documents, with the addition of an independent audit process. So how can this simple
move so dramatically benefit lenders?

No Remaining Hurdles to
Going all Electronic
The IRS’s 4506-T form is an integral
part of the mortgage origination process, used almost universally to verify
a borrower’s income. Until the IRS’s
recent decision to accept an electronically signed 4506-T, it was the one remaining form in a mortgage disclosure
package that had to be signed on paper.
In this environment, it was natural for
lenders to split up their documents—
those that were sent electronically,
and then the 4506-T, which had to be
mailed or faxed. To handle this process,
most lenders segregated their 4506-T
processing into a separate group. The
end result was a disjointed experience
for the borrower and a lengthier cycle
time for lenders.
We all recognize how filling out a
paper form, putting it in an envelope
and mailing it to someone, then waiting
for them to return it, can add days to
the process. Thus, the IRS’s decision to
accept an electronically signed 4506-T,
though not groundbreaking unto itself,
has been welcome news in our industry. On a recent webinar conducted by
eLynx, 76 percent of the respondents
indicated they were currently evaluating options for getting their 4506-Ts
electronically signed. Clearly, this has
lenders thinking about ways to improve
their business.
Going electronic with your documents has an obvious and measurable
impact on key processes. Independent
studies by eLynx of several top 20
lenders show loan cycle times can be
reduced by almost six days. Also measurable is a two percent to six percent
positive impact on loan conversion or
pull through. Getting documents to
borrowers quickly allows them to commit earlier, ultimately increasing the
likelihood that the loan will go to the
closing table.
Here’s something you probably
didn’t know, though: an environment

of mixed mediums, where some documents are electronic, some are paper,
and others are faxed may actually hurt
your cycle times and pull through rates.
Any progress on going electronic must
be a positive step, so how could it have
negative results?
First, consider that split processes almost always cause confusion with the
customer. Which copy did they need to
sign? The one they got electronically
or the one that came in the mail? And
even if they understand what needs to
be done, the hassle of having to take
multiple, different actions engenders
delay. “I’ve already returned the disclosures and my lender seems to be
proceeding—do I really need to rush to
get that paper 4506-T signed and sent
in today?” goes the thinking.
The other reason is that these split
processes also cause inefficiency for
you as the lender. To achieve the benefits of going electronic, you have to
look at your entire workflow and not
just individual documents. Here is
where the 4506-T going electronic really matters, because it is now possible
to take that comprehensive look. The
final hurdle to going all electronic is
now gone. Let’s look at how the 4506T currently fits into your process and
how to leverage the most out of going
electronic.
Capitalize on the
Workflow Ripple
By itself, an electronically signed
4506-T has benefit. But what do you do
with it? In today’s environment, after
you collect it electronically you have to
stop and pass it to your IVES vendor.
That may mean creating an online order
and uploading the document, or worse,
faxing it in. Either way, it’s a manual
step that takes time and resources. It
also means you have to establish some
sort of tracking mechanism to know
what you’ve sent in, what you’ve received, and what you are waiting for.

And when the results are returned, you
have to manually extract them and put
them in your loan folder. Translation:
labor and time.
Lenders with vision are going to use
the change to an electronic 4506-T as
an opportunity to completely streamline and automate this process. Solutions are emerging, either from single
vendors or from tightly integrated partnerships, that allow the electronically
signed 4506-T to flow seamlessly into
the IRS verification process without
manual intervention.
Imagine this scenario. A borrower
applies for a home mortgage. You generate the disclosure documents, which
include the 4506-T. The documents are
sent to the borrower and signed electronically. As soon as the documents
are signed, you get a copy in your loan
folder, and the 4506-T is extracted and
forwarded to the IRS. With the right
process setup, all of this can actually
happen in the same day. When the results come back from the IRS, four to
48 hours later, they are automatically
put in your loan folder and you receive
a notification.
Too Good to be True?
It’s not, and it can be done today. As
an IVES vendor, eLynx can interact
with the IRS to get income verification
results and incorporate the entire process into the same workflows used for
all other disclosures and documents.
Savvy lenders will want to use an integrated disclosure/income verification
process to potentially go from application to underwriting in the same day.
If such a solution exists today, what
is holding lenders back? That was also
a question raised on the eLynx webinar. Over 60 percent of the respondents
cited concerns either about regulatory compliance or the scarcity of IT
resources in implementing a change.
Both of these are valid constraints that
can be addressed through the technol-
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an electronic 4506-T as an opportunity to completely
streamline and automate this process.

ogy utilized in an effective solution.
What does that take? For one, it takes a
vendor who can integrate electronic document
delivery and signature with IVES responsibilities. The entire process can be automated and
lenders have one integration point to both send
documents out and receive results back. This
limits the effort and time investment from your
IT staff. The system must provide notifications
of all events along the way so you always
know the most current status. For compliance
reasons, a full audit trail, which includes all the
appropriate e-signature events as well as IRS
interactions, is also required.
But that’s not all. It also takes a vendor or
solution that can handle your paper documents
as well as your electronic ones. And treat them
equally. After all, even with our best efforts,
we’re never going to completely eliminate
paper from the process. There’s always that
borrower who doesn’t have, or won’t check,
email.
And lenders still have RESPA compliance
concerns. So being able to take an electronic
document set, convert it to paper when needed,
ingest that paper when it’s returned, and have
it flow back into the electronic path for downstream processing is key to success. As an
industry, we cannot focus solely on a “happy
path” where everything stays electronic. We
have to recognize that paper is going to be inserted into the process, and gracefully accommodate it when it happens. And it has to be an
integrated part of any solution that touches the
4506-T.
So the next time a vendor approaches you
about electronically signing the 4506-T, ask
them the tough questions. Can I implement
your solution quickly and easily without a lot
of investment on my part? Can you ensure I
meet my RESPA and compliance timelines?
What happens when the 4506-T isn’t signed
electronically and has to be managed on paper? Make sure their solution addresses your
concerns and doesn’t relegate the tough parts,
like paper, onto your staff.
Then, ask yourself some tough questions,
too. How will you approach the electronic
signing of a 4506-T? Will you take the road
that has obvious benefits from an electronic
perspective but is limited by the current
workflow and vendor situation? Is better good
enough? Or will you try to leapfrog your competition by going with a solution that completely integrates disclosures processing and
income verification both electronically and on
paper? ❖
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